How I look at the regurgitant mitral valve—a stepwise echocardiographic assessment
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Introduction

Mitral regurgitation (MR) is the second most common valve disease needing intervention in the Western world, after degenerative aortic stenosis.¹ Echocardiography is the key examination in the assessment of MR patients.² Echocardiography grades MR severity, establishes its mechanism and aetiology, gives a complete morphological description of the valve, assesses the left ventricular (LV) systolic function and remodelling, the degree of left atrium (LA) dilatation, and the likelihood of pulmonary hypertension, and describes and quantifies associated valve lesions. Transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) remains the examination of choice for the complete description of mitral valve (MV) morphology and confirmation of the MR mechanism. TOE should be performed whenever quantification by TTE is impossible. TOE is cornerstone for preprocedural assessment and procedural guiding in transcatheter valve interventions. Within the following pages the reader will find an easy to follow and user-friendly description of the main steps for the evaluation of patients with MR (Figure 1).

Putting things into clinical context

Look at the valve, but also at the LV! Evaluating the LV is important from several standpoints: (i) not to miss a severe acute MR, (ii) establish if MR is secondary, primary, or mixed, and (iii) avoid overestimation of MR severity.

Acute vs. chronic MR

Acute heart failure (HF) in a patient with a non-dilated and hyperdynamic LV should raise suspicion for acute severe primary MR. TOE should be performed whenever visualization of the MV is suboptimal with TTE and the HF episode remains unexplained. Acute severe MR should not be missed as treatment changes completely. Acute primary MR can be differentiated from chronic primary MR complicated by ruptured chordae by analysis of LV geometry and size. In chronic primary MR, due to the longstanding volume overload of the LV, there is significant LA and LV dilatation and a rounded-shape LV apex. In acute MR, LV is usually non-dilated and hyperdynamic.

Primary, secondary, or mixed MR

MR is classified into primary, secondary, and mixed MR. If any components of the MV apparatus (leaflets, chordae, annulus, papillary muscles) are structurally abnormal, then MR is considered primary. If all components are structurally normal, but MR ensues due to a distortion of the valve geometry, MR is considered secondary. When both are present, MR is considered mixed. With population ageing, it is likely that the mixed form to become more prevalent. Usually, secondary MR is the result of a ventricular disease that leads to LV regional, and/or global remodelling and systolic dysfunction and, thus, to an increase in tethering forces and a decrease in closing forces acting on the MV leaflets. Hence, looking at the LV is important to pick up the hint that MR may be secondary. Wall motion abnormalities will orient towards secondary MR, or mixed MR if the leaflet’s tissue is abnormal. LV dyssynchrony together with LV dilatation and dysfunction may also orient towards secondary MR. In atrial functional MR, the LV is not dilated and MR is considered secondary. Such patients have longstanding atrial fibration, very dilated left and right atria, very dilated atrio-ventricular anuli, and ‘atrial’ functional MR.³ In atrial functional MR, the annular dilatation (which pulls the leaflets apart) and the increase in LA pressure (which pushes the leaflets apart) are the main promoters of MV incompetence. Patients with hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy (HOCM) may also have secondary/mixed MR. MR in HOCM is highly dynamic, with a regurgitant jet (RegJ)-oriented posteriorly and related to the destabilization of the coaptation surface (CS) by leaflet tethering towards the interventricular septum in midsystole. However, in some patients with HOCM, there are also some structural abnormalities of the valve leaflets (long leaflets) and of the subvalvular apparatus (abnormally implanted papillary muscles and aberrant mitral chordae), leading to MR. In this case, MR should be probably labelled as mixed.
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Severe vs. non-severe MR
Each attempt to quantify MR severity has to be done together with a complete examination of the LV and the LA. Primary MR is very likely non-severe if LA and LV are not dilated and acute MR has been excluded. MR quantification should be reattempted in such a case.

Severity quantification in practice
Quantification of MR severity is important as intervention is considered only for patients having severe MR.\(^2\)

Since MR occurs as a result of abnormal coaptation between the two MV leaflets, rigorous characterization of the CS and detection of the scallops involved in MR (segmental analysis) will help to quantify MR severity accurately and understand its aetiology and mechanism.

The first step is to identify the weakest point of coaptation (WPC) along the CS of the leaflets, thus the origin of the RegJ. This means that coaptation line has to be scanned from multiple acoustic windows systematically both in TTE and TOE, ideally using colour compare mode (the side-by-side display of 2D image with/without colour). At the WPC, one should be able to identify with colour Doppler the convergence zone and the vena contracta of the RegJ (Figure 1). After this step, one should be able to understand the origin of the RegJ/jets with respect to the MV scallops: A1-P1, A2-P2, A3-P3, or combinations (in case of multiple jets or jets extended over several scallops). This segmental analysis of the coaptation line is important because several mechanisms of MR may coexist.

Identifying the WPC (i.e. the origin of the RegJ) is crucial for several reasons: (i) from this cut-plane starts the identification of the mechanism of the MR by analysing leaflet motion, leaflet apposition, leaflet morphology, and (ii) will improve MR quantification.

Once the WPC has been identified, quantification of severity using semi-quantitative or quantitative methods can be attempted. All quantification methods have been described in other publications, and will not be reviewed here.\(^4\) However, some simple principles regarding the MR quantification will be reminded. Identification of a ruptured chordae is usually indicative of a severe primary MR. In such cases, quantification of MR with the PISA method is not mandatory since MR is obviously severe or very severe. Moreover, in such cases, the PISA method may not be very accurate. Identification of a large flow convergence hemisphere, with colour flow Doppler, without baseline shift, should alert of severe MR. Likewise, identification of a large eccentric regurgitant jet tapering and swirling around the walls of the LA. On the other hand, a dominant A wave of the mitral inflow, in the absence of mitral stenosis, rules out severe MR. Non-holosystolic MR is rarely severe.
Understanding mechanism: basic steps

Understanding of the mechanism of MR comes from the attentive observation of leaflet movement at the WPC, but not only. Aetiology and mechanism of MR are very closely linked. Hence, identification of MR aetiology will also help in understanding its mechanism and vice-versa.

LV evaluation should be performed prior to the attempt of visualization of valve morphology, as this will orient towards a secondary, primary or mixed MR type.

Classically, MR mechanism is described according to the Carpentier classification. This classification is based on the pattern of MV leaflet motion. However, it does not consider leaflet retraction (decrease in MV leaflet surface), which can contribute to a significant decrease of the coaptation reserve and hence, to MR. It has been shown that MV leaflets can increase their surface in response to leaflet tethering, so that coaptation to be preserved. The inverse situation, when there is leaflet fibrosis and calcification—both retractile processes—coaptation reserve may be reduced and MR aggravated. Identifying leaflet retraction is important because it may impact on the likelihood of MV repair procedures. Usually, once there is lack of leaflet of tissue, the valve is very likely difficult, if not impossible, to repair.

For the next step in the analysis, for each opposing scallops involved in the MR, the coaptation point with regard to the mitral anulus (MA) plane is analysed from a long axis image plane cutting through the origin of the RegJ. The position of each leaflet tip as compared to its ipsilateral MA is analysed. Coaptation point apically displaced towards the LV suggests systolic leaflet restrictive motion (Carpentier IIIb or IIIa). If leaflets are not moving freely in diastole and chordae seem short and thickened, then a Carpentier Ila mechanism should be described. Coaptation point above the MA plane, into the LA, is highly suggestive of excessive leaflet motion (Carpentier II). Second step is to look at the way the tips of the mitral leaflets face each other during systole, i.e. leaflet apposition. The way leaflet’s tips align with each other in systole will give the RegJ direction. Symmetrical leaflet apposition (edge-to-edge) can be indicative of a mechanism that pulls the leaflet apart symmetrically and this is usually related to MA dilatation, Carpentier I, or to symmetric bileaflet systolic tethering, Carpentier IIb. Rarely, this may be found in bileaflet prolapse, hence Carpentier II. Usually, MR jet is directed centrally in the LA in this case. Asymmetrical leaflet apposition (body-to-edge) may be encountered in asymmetric leaflet restrictive motion (Carpentier IIIa or IIIb) or in MV prolapse (Carpentier II). Asymmetrical leaflet apposition leads to eccentric MR jets. To note, in complex forms of MR with multiple MR jets, several different mechanisms may be identified. Hence, the importance of segmental analysis.

Likewise, MR jet direction helps in understanding its mechanism. In MV prolapse or flail leaflet, the MR jet is directed away from the flail/ prolapsing scallop, with some exceptions: bileaflet symmetric prolapse (jet may be central) or commissural prolapse (variable direction but very eccentric jets). In MR due to restrictive systolic motion, jet is directed behind the restricted scallop. When tethering acts symmetrically on the MV leaflets, RegJ may expand somehow more centrally in the LA. The type of leaflet apposition will give jet direction. In atrial functional MR, RegJ is usually also central. Functional MR in HOCM has a posteriorly oriented MR jet.
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